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New Features DiSC Mobile 1.1 

1. Option to generate a Proof of Pickup:  This option will be OFF by default, but can be 
enabled by W-Interactive. Once enabled, the POP process is similar to POD.  The Notes, 
Comments and Exceptions fields are enabled by default on POP (to allow, for example, 
drivers to enter comments about planned vs. actual load quantity). There are two default POP 
templates, one for intermodal, and one for non-intermodal shipment types. 

⇒ Setup Note: W-Interactive will need the name of a Profit Tools Image Type to assign to the POP, as well 
as any revisions you would like for the default legalese on the POP template. 

2. A “ Get Signature” Indicator: This indicator on the stop list will flag all the stops where a 
signature is normally expected as a reminder to the driver.  The driver still has the option to 
do a signature at other stops as well.  If arrive & depart are submitted for a stop where a 
signature is expected, but the signature has not been submitted, the stop will appear in red in 
the stop list. 

3. Required Fields Option:  Updateable fields now have the option to be flagged as required.  
The DiSC Mobile interface will not accept a depart or allow a signature for a stop until the 
required fields have been submitted. 

⇒ Setup Note: A Profit Tools technician can turn on required fields in the DiSC Mobile setup table at your 
request. 

4. Blind Validation Option:  Fields can now be flagged as Blind Validation Required.  This 
means that a value can be set for a field on a shipment and not revealed to the driver in the 
DiSC Mobile interface. The driver is required to enter a matching value for that field before 
he can depart or get a signature for the stop.  The comparison is not case sensitive and it 
ignores extra spaces and punctuation. Drivers are simply required to match the alpha-numeric 
characters in the correct order.  If no blind validation value exists for the field on a shipment, 
the field functions as a normal updateable field (a value is required but not validated).  This 
functionality can be enabled for the Seal # field as well as other shipment level fields. 

⇒ Setup Note: A Profit Tools technician can turn on blind validation fields in the DiSC Mobile setup table 
at your request. 

5. The option has been added to show or hide Item Notes, Event Notes, and Equipment Notes for 
Power Units.  Event Notes are visible by default.  Item Notes and Power Unit Notes are 
hidden by default. 

⇒ Setup Note: If you want different settings, be sure to tell your Profit Tools trainer. 

6. Updated values submitted by the driver are shown in the DiSC Mobile interface and on 
POD/POP - even if they have not been processed by the scheduler. Values previously 
updated by the driver that are then cleared or changed in Profit Tools will reflect the Profit 
Tools user’s change when the driver refreshes the DiSC Mobile screen view. 

7. The option has been added to allow the system to apply updates submitted by the driver for 
updateable fields after an event has been confirmed.  In previous versions these updates were 
rejected by the scheduler. This option is OFF by default, matching the previous functionality. 
This option can be turned ON or OFF for specific updateable fields. 

⇒ Setup Note:  A Profit Tools technician can make changes to this feature in the DiSC Mobile setup table 
at your request. 
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8. The option has been added to restrict the stop list to just the driver’s current leg, even if 
additional events have been routed to him.  Current Leg means the whole unit of work, not 
just the next stop (for example, an intermodal live deliver with a chassis pickup would show 
all the events in sequence – the Hook, the Mount, the Deliver, and the Return-Drop, or 
Dismount-Drop -- not just the next stop.)  This can be turned ON or OFF for all drivers, and  
settings for individual drivers can override the global setting.  The feature is OFF by default, 
providing each driver a display of all events routed to them.  Note that the Scheduler must 
process each of the driver’s submitted events before the next leg is shown on the device. 

⇒ Setup Note:  A Profit Tools technician can make changes to this feature in the DiSC Mobile setup table 
at your request.   

9. The system now records information about incoming PODs and POPs in a way that allows 
them to be recognized by Profit Tools quickviews and reports in the same way that manually 
scanned image files are recognized.  

10. The system allows the name of the person signing for a delivery (“Received by”) that is 
captured on DiSC Mobile to be updated to a field on the shipment, such as the event notes, 
bill notes or a custom field.  This capability is OFF by default.   

⇒ A Profit Tools support technician can enable this option upon request. 

11. When the hazmat fields Harmonized Code, Country, and Total Value are edited in Profit 
Tools, the changes will be displayed by DiSC Mobile interface. 

12. Extensive new options for email templates.  Users can configure custom templates for  
pickup and termination sites to meet each customer’s specific preference.  Include PODs and 
POPs as attachments and include in your template virtually any shipment level field. 

⇒ Setup Note: Configure email templates to include TMP#, Site Name, Booking  #, CNTN #, HBL, 
Master Bill #, Pickup #,  Rail Bill #, - and the title and value of three reference fields and ten custom 
fields. 

13. A new option enables users to maintain a list of email recipients to receive document copies 
in addition to the recipients indicated on the device.  This is a server side feature that is 
available on both v1.0 and 1.1 through the DiSC Mobile Administrative Web Setup interface. 

14. This release of DiSC Mobile resolves issues with confirmations of LTL multi-stop 
shipments. 

15. Improved validation procedures prevent unrecognized special characters entered via mobile 
devices from updating Profit Tools fields. 

16. This release provides improved error handling to prevent improperly formatted email entries 
from closing the DiSC Mobile app. 

17. The width of the signature pen line has been increased to improve the quality of signatures. 

18. For customers who don’t require digital signatures – a DiSC Mobile Lite option provides all 
the DiSC Mobile features without digital signature capture.  Special pricing applies – call 
your trainer for details! 


